Q. P. Code: 00008242
(Time:

hours)

[Marks: 75]
Please check whether you have got the right question paper.
N. B.: (1) All questions are compulsory.
(2) Makesuitable assumptions wherever necessary and state the assumptions made.
(3) Answers to the same question must be written together.
(4) Numbers to the right indicate marks.
(5) Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary.
(6) Use of Non-programmable calculator is allowed.
1. Attempt any three of the following:
a. Write down advantages and disadvantages of procedure oriented language.
PPL involves coding instructions that a computer execute in a particular order . the language
makes it easy to debug different procedures in isolation.
It is also easy to read the code hence making it easy to change a particular procedure.
Easy location of error in program
Easy understanding of program code.
Execution of program is faster.
Disadvantages
1. Complex coding
2. No security due to use of pointers
3. gives more importance to instruction than data
4. For global variables declared program becomes junky.
5. the need to change larger portion of the code during porting and inability to use the
original code on a different application.
6. not easy to maintain.
Procedural languages are easier to learn and use.
Procedural languages executes quickly.
Procedural languages reduce amount of overhead during runtime.
b. Explain object oriented development.

c. Write down benefits of using object oriented programming.
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d. Write a short note on Data abstraction and data encapsulation.
Data encapsulation

The use of encapsulation in protecting the members of a class from unauthorized access is a
good programming practice; it enforces the seperation between the specification and
implementation of abstract data types and it enables the debugging of programs easily.

Data abstraction
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e. Explain dynamic binding with example. Give proper example.

f. What is inheritance? Explain with example the concept of multiple inheritances.
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2. Attempt any three of the following:
a. What is friend function? Write a friend function to display mark sheet of the F. Y. B. Sc. IT
student.
The functions that are declared with the keyword friend are called friend function. a
function can be a friend to multiple classes.
A scope of friend function is not limited to a class in which it has been declared as a friend.
A friend function cannot be called by the object of that class.
Unlike class member function it can not access class members directly.
It can be either declared in private or public part of class without affecting its meaning.
Friend functions permits an exception to the rules of data encapsulation. the friend keyword
allow a function or all functions of other class to manipulate the private members of original
class. all member functions of one class can be friend functions of another class.
3
Friend function to display mark sheet of the F. Y. B. Sc. IT student.
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b. What is class? Explain with example how objects are passed as argument to member
function and objects are returned from member function.
Class is a basic language construct of C++ for creating the user defined data type.
They are syntactically an extension of structures.
1
Objects can be passed as an argument to member function in three different ways
1. pass -by-value
2. pass-by-reference
3. pass-by-pointer
Explanation of any one type with example.
2
Returning object from member function example
2
c. Write a C++ program to design a class - course For reading and displaying the course
information, the getInfo() and displayInfo() methods will be used respectively. The getInfo()
will be private method. Write down C++ program to implement the class.
d. What is inline function? Explain with example.

e. What is use of constructor? Explain with example parameterized constructor.
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f. Write a C++ program to demonstrate the use of constructor and destructor.
3. Attempt any three of the following:
a. What is function overloading? Explain with example.

b. What is operator overloading? Write down the rules for operator overloading.
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c. How binary operators are overloaded? Write a C++ program to overload binary operator +.
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d. What is method overriding? Explain with example.
A class can have multiple member functions ( but not data members) with the same name
as long as they differ in terms of signature . This feature is called as method overloading.
Example program.
e. Explain with example abstract class.
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f. Explain virtual destructor. Give suitable example.

Any Example illustrating the same.

4. Attempt any three of the following:
a. Can private members of a base class are inheritable? Justify.
No.
b. Explain with example multilevel inheritance.

Example.
c. Explain how a base class is derived in public and private mode.
When the access specifier of the base class in the derived class definition is public , the base
class is publicly inherited. in this case the access specifier of the base class members remains
the same in the derived class. that is public member of the base class becomes public
members of the derived class and protected members of the base class becomes protected
members of the derived class. When a base class is publicly inherited, the objects of the of
the derived class can only access the public members of the base class and protected
members can be accessed by member functions, friend class and friend functions of the
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derived class.
Syntax and Example.
When the access specifier of the base class in the derived class definition is private , the
base class is privately inherited. In this case both the public and protected members of the
base class becomes private members of the derived class and private members of the base
class is not inheritable in derived class. When a base class is privately inherited, the objects
of the derived of the derived class cannot access the public and protected the members of
the base class. however these members can be accessed by member functions, friend class
and friend functions of the derived class.
Syntax Example.
d. Write a C++ program to implement following hierarchy.

e. What is exception? Explain exceptions handling mechanism?
Exception refers to unexpected condition in program.

f. What happen when raised exception is not caught by catch block? Explain with suitable
example.
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5. Attempt any three of the following:
a. Explain with example how function templates are used.
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b. Explain how compiler calls to a class and function template.
Function Template:
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Program:
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Class Template:

Syntax:

Give Example
c. Write a C++ program which defines and uses student class template.
d. What is file? Write down the steps for manipulating files in C++.
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e. Explain the hierarchy of file stream class.

f. What are different methods of opening a file? Write a program to open file and enter
student details into the file using any method.
In two ways files can be opened either by using constructor of the stream class or by using
the member function open() of the stream class.
1)Using constructor:

Give Example
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2)Using open() function:

Give Example

___________________________
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